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1 Purpose of the STSM

The STSM was dedicated to support the applicant’s attendance as a lecturer at the 3rd edition
of the Snow Science Winter School which was held in February 2017 in Sodankylä, Finland.
The Winter School educates 25 students from all over the world (mainly Europe) in state-of-
the-art snow characterization methods to support harmonization of snow monitoring activities.
Further details can be found on the web page http://www.slf.ch/dienstleistungen/events/
snowschool/index_EN.

2 Work carried out and main results obtained

The STSM comprises theoretical and practical teaching units to i) understand how to use
particular measurements as input for common simulation tools and ii) advise students how to
plan and carry out a small field campaign in Saariselkä which was the highlight of the course.

On Monday 13th February an introduction to the SnowMicroPen (SMP) device was given
within a practical, hands-on exercise where all students had the chance to use the instrument
and understand the main principles and pitfalls.
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Figure 1: Different but related microstructural properties and the necessity of identifying the
requirements of the application.

On Tuesday 14th February the lecture on “Microstructural controls on snow physical proper-
ties” was held to introduce key microstructural parameters of snow and their relation to physical
properties and related measurement techniques. The examples touched in the lecture comprise
thermal conductivity, dielectric permittivity, microwave scattering coefficient, optical properties
and their relation to density, specific surface area, correlation functions, correlation length and
anisotropy. It was pointed out that different physical properties depend on slightly different
but not completely independent microstructural parameters where eventually the application
decides which parameters should be measured with which accuracy (cf. Fig. 1)

In the afternoon the first field day was organized at FMI’s main measurement site (IOA)
(cf. Fig. 2, left). Students where organized in groups to get used to all different snow measure-
ment methods in their own snowpit in the radiometer footprint. The work comprises supervision
of SMP measurements and support the SMP data analysis in the evening.

On Wednesday 15th February the SMP measurements were supervised during the field ex-
ercises conducted on an FMI (open area) bog site in the afternoon (cf. Fig. 2, middle). Again
several groups characterized the snow in their own snowpit using all measurement techniques.
The main difference to the previous day was the shallow snow depth and the icy ground.

On Thursday 16th February students had to use the data acquired on the previous days during
the interactive session as input optical and microwave modeling using MEMLS and TARTES.

Figure 2: Impressions from the field work. Left: Cleaning up the snow pits on the main obser-
vation (IOA) site. Middle: Introduction to the field measurements on the Bog site.
Right: SnowMicroPen group during their measurement campaign in Saariselkä.
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Figure 3: Density profiles derived from the Saariselkä SMP-grid

On Friday 17th February the main field trip was organized in Saariselkä, where all lecturers
took the role of a class teacher to supervise a single group of 4 students each. Different groups
were assigned different measurement tasks to characterize the spatial variability at different
locations using different instruments. The SMP group thereby conducted a square grid of 36
SMP measurements in a small area of 100 m2 (cf. Fig. 2, right). An interesting site was picked
by the group showing considerable variations in snow density profiles and snow depth over
a few meters. The profiles are shown in Fig. 3 (evaluated according to [1]) showing density
heterogeneity features in that area which were buried under an apparently smooth snow surface
with new snow on top.

Summary. The Snow School with the associated STSM was a unique experience for lecturers
and students which fostered new networking opportunities by the common goal of objective
snow characterization.

3 Future collaboration with the host institution

During the STSM the existing collaboration between SLF and FMI was further consolidated.
Near-future collaborations are related to the upcoming dissemination of the SMRT microwave
model which was previously developed together in an ESA-funded activity. A specific opportu-
nity discussed during the STSM is to integrate SMRT in the curriculum of the next snow school
held in France 2018.
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